PLP STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FY 2020/21 – FY 2022/23

The Pacific Library Partnership’s mission is to empower Bay Area member libraries through innovation, collaboration and training. PLP can do this by improving the services of its constituent member libraries to ensure that libraries are best positioned to respond to demographic, economic, and cultural changes by offering innovative and collaborative approaches to programming and operational services that enhance collective resource sharing.

PLP’s previous strategic priorities from FY 2016/17 – FY 2019/20 have been completed.

A survey was issued to PLP libraries about PLP priorities in Spring 2020. Based on the survey, as well as conversations with libraries, the following strategic priorities were approved by the PLP Administrative Council at their annual meeting.

1. **Staff Training and Professional Development**
   PLP has a tradition of providing staff training and professional development for its members, knowing the value of building leadership and providing training that is relevant to its diverse membership. This can be accomplished through the following mechanisms:

   a. Continue to offer leadership training. We have done this through the year-long Executive Leadership Cohort and the Library Middle Managers Professional Program, both ably led by Jane Light. Leadership training can continue to evolve.

   b. We will continue to support the good work of the long-standing Staff Development Committee, that provides an annual fall conference and spring workshops that address staff needs and interests.

   c. PLP can continue to allocate funds to support regional staff development training. Training topics are developed by either local libraries or regional committees. They are relevant to PLP as a whole, and open to all members. This allows PLP to be nimble and support training initiatives from its members.

   d. We are constantly searching for further professional development opportunities.

2. **Support Innovation and Technology**
   Being in the heart of Silicon Valley, our academic and public libraries are well positioned to develop innovative and transformative ideas. In the past few years, PLP has supported this by:

   a. Annually funding the Innovation and Technology Grants. By continuing to make this a priority, libraries are able to engage in risk-taking in developing new ideas and service models with the seed money provided by the grant.

   b. Search for new opportunities for shared technology for some or all PLP members.
3. **Continue to Seek Grants that Reflect the Regional Needs of PLP Libraries**
   a. In the last three years, we have been awarded three LSTA regional grants: the Student Success Initiative, News Literacy, and Data Privacy grants. PLP has a good track record of querying its members and applying for grants that provide training on relevant topics. We will continue to look for collaborative partners for LSTA, CLSA and IMLS and other grants.

   b. Working with the State Library, PLP can continue to be the fiscal and administrative agent for statewide grants. We can lend our expertise to the greater California community in establishing new initiatives.

4. **Maximize the Knowledge and Strength of PLP Individual Libraries**
   The staffing and expertise within PLP individual libraries is a strength which can be further tapped to benefit member libraries. We can create opportunities for us to share, including but not limited to:

   a. **Continue and Expand the PLP Shared Cataloging/Acquisitions of International Language Materials.** In 2016, as part of the strategic priorities, PLP formed a working group which made great headway on how PLP libraries can share resources related to international language materials. That included identifying which libraries have staff with specific expertise, which libraries collect in certain languages, selection lists, names of vendors, etc. In 2018, SVLS formed the regional Technical Services Group, which took over this initiative. They have established guidelines for sharing and are actively sharing selection lists with each other through a Basecamp group. In the PLP survey, 21 libraries expressed interest in accessing these shared lists and participating in this initiative. We can expand this to include all interested PLP academic and public libraries, provide training and expand this resource sharing.

   b. **Consider establishing regional or PLP-wide community of interest groups.** Currently, PLP has only one standing group: the Staff Development and Training Committee. Three of the four regions currently have standing groups. The PLP Executive Committee, along with the four regions of PLP, can review the level of interest at the higher level, as well as regionally, to add additional interest groups.

   c. **Explore Purchasing Shared eResources.** PLP can continue to work with the data from the most recent survey to identify possible eCollections which can be shared among libraries. This may be through the use of CLSA funds or collective funds.